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Abstract

We present a new framework for rendering virtual environments. This framework

is proposed as a complete scene description, which embodies the space of all possible

renderings, under all possible lighting scenarios of the given scene. In effect,

this hypothetical rendering space includes all possible light sources as part of the

geometric model. While it would be impractical to implement the general framework,

this approach does allow us to look at the rendering problem in a new way. Thus,

we propose new representations that are subspaces of the entire rendering space.

Some of these subspaces are computationally tractable and may be carefully chosen

to serve a particular application. The approach is useful both for real and virtual

scenes. The framework includes methods for rendering environments which are

illuminated by artificial light, natural light, or a combination of the two models.

1 Introduction

The emerging field of visualization in computer science combines calculations with com-

puter graphics to bring a new dimension of understanding to architectural designers. Such
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visualization techniques provide the ability to predict many aspects of a future built en-

vironment, such as the scale, degree of spatial definition, relationship to the surrounding

context, and illumination. Perhaps the most important and difficult aspect to understand is

the last one—the illumination. In order to qualitatively assess a design, the designer needs

to see all the subtle lighting effects such as soft shadowing, indirect illumination, and color

bleeding. These effects are generally only available through costly global illumination

algorithms.

Although global illumination techniques [Cohen and Wallace, 1993, Kajiya, 1986,

Kajiya, 1990] can produce highly realistic simulations of virtual environments, these algo-

rithms are difficult to use for architectural design [Airey et al., 1990, Dorsey et al., 1991,

Dorsey et al., 1995]. Currently, a designer begins with a geometric model, positions the

lights, assigns their colors and intensity distributions, and finally computes a solution.

This iterative process is repeated until the designer finds an appropriate solution; of-

ten it requires many iterations to arrive at the final design. This method is typically

time-consuming and tedious. Further, in environments that are illuminated by day-

light [CIE Standardization Committee, 1973, Illumination Engineering Society, 1979, Nishita and Nakamae,

a central component in the design is the dynamic motion of the sun across the cycle of

a day. Currently, the only method to simulate this phenomenon is to compute a global
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illumination solution at each time step across a typical day and compose an anima-

tion [Nishita and Nakamae, 1986, Ward, 1992]. For an environment of even moderate

complexity, such an animation would be completely impractical to compute, as it would

involve computing a very large number of global solutions.

In this paper we define an abstract rendering space as a reorganization of Adel-

son and Bergen’s total optical space [Adelson and Bergen, 1991]. This rendering space

exhibits subspaces that span useful configurations of artificially and naturally illumi-

nated environments and within this framework we can describe methods that efficiently

(via linear combinations of images) solve the direct problem of generating images from

light source descriptions. Since we are working with the algebraic structure of these

subspaces, we can also consider goal directed “inverse” problems within the same con-

text [Baltes, 1978, Kawai et al., 1993, Schoeneman et al., 1993].

2 Plenoptic (Total Optical) Space

The plenoptic function [Adelson and Bergen, 1991] is a 7-dimensional function that cap-

tures all the information contained in the light filling a region of space. If a pinhole camera

is positioned at a given point (x; y; z), it will select a particular pencil (set of rays passing
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through that point) and reveal an image. A color picture would typically sample this pencil

at three wavelengths. If we limit the view, the information available at the fixed position

(x; y; z) has four more coordinates: (�; �; �; t), the azimuths, elevations, and wavelengths

of each ray of light coming into that point, possibly as a function of time. Thus, there are

a total of seven coordinate axes in the plenoptic space. We propose a rendering space—a

reorganization of the plenoptic function that encompasses all possible photographs of a

scene, under all possible lighting conditions.

3 Rendering Space

Suppose a camera is positioned so it is looking out at a scene, with the shutter held open

for an extended period of time. We will also presume that the geometry is static. One

can walk through the scene, shining a laser of adjustable wavelength on various objects in

the space, illuminating each object. This method of photography is very common in the

advertising industry, as it allows for the synthesis of just about any light source. If one

desires to view the scene as it is illuminated by a pair of light sources, one sequentially

places the light at each of the two locations in space and makes a long or multiple exposure.

If one wishes to see the scene lit by an area light source, one can create the effect of a
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rectangular source by moving the light across and up and down in a rectangular pattern.

Now suppose, instead of using a long exposure, we collected data from the scene

while the light source was being shone around from all possible locations in space. Such

a scenario would be impractical, for there are infinitely many possible locations in space.

In fact, even a coarse sampling would be impractical. However, suppose it were possible

to collect this data. (Later, we will address the practical issues by choosing useful subsets

of the data). The data captured would contain all the information necessary to synthesize

the scene as it would appear under any combination of light sources.

As previously discussed, it is completely impractical to capture the entire rendering

space, even with coarse sampling. If, however, we carefully select a portion of the space

to capture, it will still span a useful gamut of possible renderings. For example, a designer

may select a rendering space in a useful way and defer many of the compositional details,

particularly those of positioning and adjusting the brightness ratios of the lights, until

later.
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4 Linearity of Illumination Effects

If one is willing to discount physical and quantum optics and work with static scene ge-

ometries, the rendering operation is linear with respect to illumination (n-D vector of light

sources, or radiances) [Busbridge, 1960, Dorsey et al., 1995, Kajiya, 1986]. For our for-

mulation, the rendering operator R takes an illumination description L(û) (parameterized

by illumination direction û) and a scene geometry G:

R(L(û); G) ! I: (1)

Since the geometry G is fixed, an individual rendering operator can be thought of as

existing for each chosen geometry. We denote this linear operator as:

RG(L(û)) ! I: (2)

For illumination functions constructed as the combination of simpler “basis” illumi-

nation functions Ln(û),

L(û) =
NX
n=1

�nLn(û); (3)
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the property of linearity allows us to write the desired rendered image as a linear combi-

nation of images rendered under each of the basis functions:

RG(L(û)) = RG

 
NX
n=1

�nLn(û)

!
=

NX
n=1

�nRG(Ln(û)): (4)

We might imagine several different approaches for determining such a basis. For

example, we could choose an N , generate a large set of possible illumination functions,

and compute the N principal components of the set of generated functions. This sort

of approach has been used, for example, in computer vision [Perona, 1991]. We would,

however, prefer to design the basis set analytically so as to span a particular set of possible

illumination functions.

5 Artificial Illumination

A rendering space representation composed of the effects of several light sources does not

necessarily span the entire space for all possible pictures under all possible lighting con-

ditions, but this representation may be chosen in such a manner that it spans a reasonable

subset of possible lighting conditions. In practice, we represent the rendering space with
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a set of basis images that is typically neither complete nor orthogonal.

5.1 A Simple Example

We begin by considering a very simple example. Consider figures (6-8), which depict

renderings from a two-dimensional rendering space. The two-dimensional space is formed

by two images. The first image (figure (6)) shows the scene as it is illuminated by several

lights over the bar. The second image (figure (7)) shows the scene with the same camera

position as it is illuminated by several light sources on the left side of the scene. The

linearity of the global illumination operator with respect to the source term allows us to

obtain a large variety of renderings that are simple combinations of these two images,

ranging from the extremes of no contribution from either image (all the lights are off) to

full contribution of each image (all the lights are on). Figure (8) shows a new rendering

consisting of this latter condition.

5.2 Coordinate Transformations and “Negative Brightness”

Suppose, again referring to figure (6-8), we had computed both of the images with the

lights at one half intensity. We could still have arrived at the same set of interpolated
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images as in the previous example. In fact, any two linearly independent solutions within

the same rendering space (any two pictures of the effects of these lights with different

levels of intensities) span that same two-dimensional rendering space. We can also remove

light from a scene if we ensure that the rendering space spans the light of interest and

simply subtract its effects.

This two-dimensional rendering space is a vector space over the scalar field of real

image brightness. The unit vectors are the two original images. This simple example

allows us to vary just the intensity of the lights. Such a rendering space could also be

formed by photographs of a real scene under different lighting conditions.

From experience, designers frequently know about where to place the light sources

but not how the lights will combine or how bright to make them. Consequently, the task of

selecting appropriate intensities for static lights is a useful subproblem of lighting design.

There is no limit to the dimensionality of the vector space representation. For example,

we might have a vector space that consists of 100 images. Then, each image would be a

point in a 100-dimensional rendering space.
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5.3 The Rendering Space Module

So far our discussion has been limited to the vector space representation of a rendering

space. That is, the coefficient in front of each image has been a real number. Suppose,

however, that we wish to take a weighted sum over colors. For example, if we wish to

render one image1, denoted by I1, times the color yellow, plus another image I2, times the

color blue. We may write this sum using red, green, and blue components:

0
BBBBBBBB@

1

1

0

1
CCCCCCCCA
I1 +

0
BBBBBBBB@

0

0

1

1
CCCCCCCCA
I2;

where
�

1 1 0
�T is the

�
R G B

�
representation for yellow and

�
0 0 1

�T is the

representation for blue.

Now the scalar field has become a vector in its own right, and it is no longer a field

since the scalars form a group under multiplication. However, the vectors still form a

ring. The rendering space representation, while no longer a vector space representation,

still has a definite mathematical structure. We could say that it is a concatenation of three

1An image I 2 P (Rows�Cols) where P 2
�
R G B

�T
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vector spaces, but there is a more meaningful structure; such a representation over a ring

is a module.

We may generalize our rendering space module a bit further too. Suppose we let the

scalars be 3 � 3 color coordinate transformation matrices, and we let the images Ik be

color images (each a set of three images). Such a space is still a module. In fact, we

do not need to limit ourselves to 3 � 3 matrices. We may have a set of k images I1:::Ik

which each have N spectral bands (colors), and the rendering space associated with these

N -banded images may be rendered for display on an M banded device. Thus, each scalar

is actually an M �N spectral transformation matrix.

6 Natural Illumination

Natural illumination concerns itself with the interaction of the environment and naturally

occurring illumination sources (sun). Natural illumination is an especially difficult task

due to the changing intensity distribution of the sun throughout the day. The amount of time

required to render complex environments makes the iterative edit-render cycle impractical

and makes constructing an animation of the naturally illuminated scene time consuming,

Traditionally, each frame of the animation required positioning of the sun and invoking an
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expensive global illumination algorithm. With the construction of an appropriate rendering

basis for naturally illuminated scenes, the calls to the global illumination algorithm can

be replaced by image interpolations. We show how natural illumination can be described

as a linear combination of simple illumination functions.

6.1 Skylight

We start by giving a definition and analytic description of skylight. By skylight [Nishita and Nakamae, 1986,

Illumination Engineering Society, 1979] we mean the illumination that emanates from the

sun but is absorbed and re-radiated by the atmosphere (clouds) before illuminating the

scene. The function simulates atmospheric illumination on an overcast day. It has a cosine

falloff relative to a fixed point (zenith) but does not depend on the sun’s position in the

sky:

L(û) = $(1 + 2(uz))=3: (5)

Here, uz is the z-component of û and $ is an overall illumination constant.
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Figure 1: Skylight geometry
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Figure 2: Skylight distribution
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Figure 3: Direct sunlight geometry

6.2 Direct Sunlight

Direct sunlight [CIE Standardization Committee, 1973, Nishita and Nakamae, 1986] de-

scribes the distribution of the sun’s energy on a clear day. It is very complex and is

dependent on the sun’s position in the sky as well as on the direction relative to a fixed

point (zenith).

L(û; ŝ) = $
(0:91 + 10 exp(�3 arccos(û � ŝ)) + 0:45(û � ŝ)2)(1 � exp(�0:32=uz))

0:274(0:91 + 10 exp(�3 arccos(sz)) + 0:45(s2
z))

(6)

where ŝ is the unit vector pointing to the sun and û is the unit vector pointing in the

sampling direction on the illuminating hemisphere.
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Figure 4: Direct sunlight distribution for sun at zenith

6.3 Steerable Basis Sets

A steerable function is one that can be written as a linear combination of rotated versions

of itself. Freeman and Adelson [Freeman and Adelson, 1991] have developed a theory of

such functions and demonstrated their use in two-dimensional image processing problems.

For the purposes of the present paper, we will develop a set of steerable functions in three

dimensions and demonstrate their use as illumination basis functions for re-rendering

naturally illuminated environments
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6.3.1 Steerable Functions: Directional Cosine Example

The simplest form of steerable function is a directional cosine function. Let c(û; ŝ) be

defined as:

c(û; ŝ) = û � ŝ;

where ŝ and û are unit vectors in IR3 where (�) indicates an inner product. We want to

consider c to be a scalar function of û, parameterized by the direction ŝ. Then we can

expand the equation as:

c(û; ŝ) = sx(û � êx) + sy(û � êy) + sz(û � êz)

= sxc(û; êx) + syc(û; êy) + szc(û; êz); (7)

where the ê
�

are the unit vectors corresponding to the three Euclidean coordinate axes,

and s� are the components of ŝ.

Thus, we have written the directional cosine function in direction ŝ as a linear combi-

nation of the directional cosines along the three coordinate axes.

Of course, there is nothing particularly special about the coordinate axis directions

fêx; êy; êzg. We could choose any three non-coplanar directions, fŝ1; ŝ2; ŝ3g and still
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perform this interpolation. The easiest way to see this is by working from equation (7).

We can write c(û; ŝi) for each i in terms of the axis cosine functions:

c(û; ŝi) = si;xc(û; êx) + si;yc(û; êy) + si;zc(û; êz):

This is a set of three linear equations, which we can write in matrix form as:

0
BBBBB@

c(û; ŝ1)

c(û; ŝ2)

c(û; ŝ3)

1
CCCCCA =M3

0
BBBBB@

c(û; êx)

c(û; êy)

c(û; êz)

1
CCCCCA ;

where M3 is a 3 � 3 matrix containing the vectors ŝi as its rows.

If the three vectors ŝi are non-coplanar, they span IR3 and we can invert the matrixM3

to solve for the axis cosines:

0
BBBBB@

c(û; êx)

c(û; êy)

c(û; êz)

1
CCCCCA =M

�1
3

0
BBBBB@

c(û; ŝ1)

c(û; ŝ2)

c(û; ŝ3)

1
CCCCCA :
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Given the axis cosines, we can compute any directional cosine function via equation (7):

c(û; ŝ) = ŝ
T
M

�1
3

0
BBBBB@

c(û; ŝ1)

c(û; ŝ2)

c(û; ŝ3)

1
CCCCCA :

Thus, we have an expression for interpolating the directional cosine in any direction ŝ

from the cosines in three fixed but arbitrary non-coplanar directions.

The steerable basis we have derived is not yet suitable as an illuminant basis, since the

functions take on both positive and negative values. We can form the simplest steerable

illuminant basis by simply adding unity to these:

L(û; ŝ) = 1 + c(û; ŝ)

= 1 + sxc(û; êx) + syc(û; êy) + szc(û; êz):

The function L is written as a sum of four basis functions. This equation is still not in

a steerable form, but we can write it steerably using the same trick as before. We choose

four arbitrary non-coplanar unit vectors fŝ1; ŝ2; ŝ3; ŝ4g, write four linear equations for L
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in each of these directions and invert this to get:

L(û; ŝ) =

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1

sx

sy

sz

1
CCCCCCCCCCA

T

M
�1
4

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

L(û; ŝ1)

L(û; ŝ2)

L(û; ŝ3)

L(û; ŝ4)

1
CCCCCCCCCCA
; (8)

where M4 is now the matrix:

M4 =

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1 s1;x s1;y s1;z

1 s2;x s2;y s2;z

1 s3;x s3;y s3;z

1 s4;x s4;y s4;z

1
CCCCCCCCCCA
:

6.4 Higher Order Basis Sets

We can generalize our choice of function by including polynomials of directional cosine

functions. For example, consider the second order terms. We can easily write an equation

for computing a single squared directional cosine as a linear combination of six quadratic
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terms:

(û � ŝ)2 = s2
x(u

2
x) + 2sxsy(uxuy) + 2sxsz(uxuz) + s2

y(u
2
y) + 2sysz(uyuz) + s2

z(u
2
z):

Again, this equation is not in steerable form but can be placed in that form by considering

a set of six non-coplanar direction vectors, fŝ1; ŝ2; ŝ3; ŝ4; ŝ5; ŝ6g:

(û � ŝ)2 =

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

s2
x

sxsy

sxsz

s2
y

sysz

s2
z

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

T

M
�1
6

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

(û � ŝ1)2

(û � ŝ2)2

(û � ŝ3)2

(û � ŝ4)2

(û � ŝ5)2

(û � ŝ6)2

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

:

In general, a directional cosine raised to theM th power will require at most (M+1)(M+

2)=2 samples for steerable interpolation2. We may also (as in equation (8)), combine

directional cosines of different powers into a polynomial.

Instead of polynomials, we could use a Fourier-style functional expansion in terms

2In fact, we may not need this many since we are not representing arbitrary homogeneous polynomials,
but squares [Simoncelli, 1993].
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of cos(k�), where � = arccos(û � ŝ). This is easily related to the expansion given above

via multi-angle trigonometric identities. We will now use a second-order Fourier-style

expansion to build a steerable illumination function.

6.5 Steerable Sunlight Approximation

In order to re-render naturally illuminated scenes as a set of image interpolations, a

steerable approximation to the direct sunlight function above (equation (6)) must be

constructed. We decompose it as follows;

L(û; ŝ) =

"
$

0:274(0:91 + 10 exp(�3 arccos(sz)) + 0:45(s2
z))

#

�
�
1 � exp(�0:32=uz)

�
�
h
0:91 + 10 exp(�3 arccos(û � ŝ)) + 0:45(û � ŝ)2

i

= L1(̂s) � L2(û) � L3(û � ŝ):

In order to interpolate L(û; ŝ) from a set of illuminants L(û; ŝn), note that only L3 must

be steerable. L2 is a function of û only and does not affect the steerability. L1 is a function

of ŝ only acts as an illumination scaling constant. Therefore the steerable form of L(û; ŝ)
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may be written as:

L(û; ŝ) = L1(̂s) �
X
i

(

Basis lightsz }| {
L2(û) � L3(̂si � û)| {z }

Steerable

��i(̂s)) (9)

We must construct a steerable approximation to the function L3:

L3(û � ŝ) = 0:91 + 10e�3 arccos(û�̂s) + 0:45(û � ŝ)2 (10)

The constant and the cos2 are not a problem, but the exponential is not in the desired form

of a directional cosine polynomial. We can expand the entire function in a Fourier series

as follows:

L3(�) = 2:204 + 1:925 cos(�) + 1:709 cos(2�)

+1:077 cos(3�) + 0:779 cos(4�) + 0:577 cos(5�)

+0:44 cos(6�) � � �
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Figure 5: Approximated direct sunlight distribution for sun at zenith, 2nd order, 4th order,
CIE standard

For purposes of this paper, we choose to limit our expansion to second order:

L3(�) = 2:204 + 1:925 cos(�) + 1:709 cos(2�)

= 0:495 + 1:925 cos(�) + 3:418 cos2(�)

This steerable function requires a set of 10 sample directions: one for the zeroth order

term, three for the first order terms, and six for the second order terms.
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6.6 Implementation

Using the linearity of the rendering operator and equation (9) we can write an expression

for re-rendering an image for any sun direction ŝ (figures (9-12)) from the images rendered

under 10 different sun directions sn:

I(̂s) = L1(̂s) �
X
n

�n (̂s)
I(̂sn)

L1(̂sn)
; (11)

where the �n are the components of:

�
1 sx sy sz s2

x sxsy sxsz s2
y sysz s2

z

�
M

�1
10 ; (12)

the rows of M10 are in the form of the vector in equation (12) for each ŝn3.

Once the basis images have been computed image re-rendering is a very quick process.

With the basis images in memory, the linear image combination was on the order of one

second making the animation of naturally illuminated scenes very efficient.

3In actuality, only nine samples are needed to span the space of second order polynomials in cosine so
M

�1
10 can be replaced byM#

9 where # is the matrix pseudo-inverse operation and M9 is a 9� 10 matrix
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6.7 “Partially Cloudy Day” Problem

As shown above, a steerable approximation for an overcast day requires a first-order

expansion, while the sunny day requires a second-order expansion. To generate an image

for a partially cloudy day, we have to gradually phase in the second order terms. This can

be done by linearly interpolating between the two sets of coefficients.

Let b be a number in [0; 1] telling us the brightness of the day (1=sunny, 0=cloudy).

Let

v0 =
�
�1 0 0 �2 0 0 0 0 0 �3

�
;

and

v1(̂s) =
�

1 sx sy sz s2
x sxsy sxsz s2

y sysz s2
z

�
;

where v1(̂s) is the interpolation vector for the sunny day with sun in direction ŝ, and v0 is

the interpolation vector built from the cloudy day function (equation (5)). Then let

v(̂s; b) = (1 � b)v0 + bv1(̂s):
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The interpolation functions �n (equation (11)) are the components of:

v(̂s; b)M#:

7 “Inverse” Problems

Along with the direct solutions to the artificial and natural illumination problems, the

computer graphics community has recently started to describe and address a set of inverse

problems. These problems can loosely be described as goal directed. Given a description

of the desired solution, the system determines various parameters.

Schoeneman et. al. [Schoeneman et al., 1993] have used a constrained least squares

approach to solve for light source intensities (Φ1; : : : ;Φn) that most closely a “painted”

image Ψ provided by a user. Each function Φi represents the effect of a single illumination

source on the scene and takes the form of a set of vertex radiosities. A set of weights

(w1; : : : ; wn) is used to construct an approximated image Ψ̂,

Ψ̂ =
nX
i=1

wiΦi;
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where the objective function kΨ � Ψ̂k is minimized. Their solution assumes that the

positions of the light sources is fixed.

Kawai et. al. [Kawai et al., 1993] solve for the parameters in a radiosity solution as a

constrained optimization problem. They introduce three kinds of constraints:

� Physical Constraints: Hard constraints between illumination parameters based on

the rendering equation [Kajiya, 1986].

� Design Goals: User chosen constraints applied to elements in the scene.

� Barrier Constraints: Hard bounds on the allowable ranges of optimization variable.

Barrier constraints must be satisfied while design goals are recommendations. The con-

strained problem is then converted to an unconstrained form (penalty method) and the

BFGS method is used to perform the search. The user provides the parameters to per-

form an initial rendering and then can work interactively assigning new parameters to the

surface elements and then reapplying the optimization algorithm.

We have begun to solve an inverse problem based on our steerable daylight model [Nimeroff et al., 1994].

Given any image I , we can easily solve for the least-squares best choice of weights �n for
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approximating that image with a set of rendered basis images, In. The solution is:

� = B
�1
c;

where ~c is the vector 0
BBBBBBBBBB@

I � I1

I � I2

...

I � IN

1
CCCCCCCCCCA
;

B is the matrix with components

Bi;j = Ii � Ij;

and the operator (�) indicates the sum over all pixels of the pointwise product of two

images. We could then construct the light source corresponding to this approximation as

L̂I (̂s) =
X
n

�nL(̂sn):

We could take this process one step further and solve for a sunlight direction ŝ such
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that the interpolation functions �(̂s) are a good approximation to the weights �n. This,

however, requires a nonlinear optimization over ŝ.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We have demonstrated through some simple examples that rendering space representations

can capture enough information from a scene to allow one to render the scene under a

variety of lighting conditions. Our techniques are particularly amenable to the design of

complex virtual environments, as the re-rendering times is not related to the complexity

of the environment.

Several interesting research issues remain. We are currently examining environment-

dependent basis representations. This avenue of research will hopefully lead to more

efficient strategies for rendering the basic representations for complex environments. We

are also working on a more general solution to the inverse problem. Last, while we have

only begun to examine the rendering spaces from the perspective of a fixed point in space,

further exploration, such as a practical implementation of rendering space representations

for a moving camera, appear to be a promising area of future research.
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Figure 6: Bar with bar lights on
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Figure 7: Bar with bank lights on
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Figure 8: Bar with both sets of lights on
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Figure 9: Room with sun at position 1
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Figure 10: Room with sun at position 2
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Figure 11: Room with sun at position 3
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Figure 12: Room with sun at position 4
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